
Quantum Dash Actively Mode-locked Fabry-Perot Laser Module demonstrated as part of a Wavelength Tunable RZ Transmitter   G. Girault, M. Gay, S. Lobo, L. Bramerie, M. Joindot, J.C. Simon  A. Shen, F. Blache, H. Gariah, F. Mallécot, O. Le Gouezigou, F. Poingt, L. Le Gouezigou, F. Pommereau, B. Rousseau, F. Lelarge, G-H. Duan    A quantum dash Fabry-Perot actively mode locked laser module is tested as part of a 42.7 Gbit/s transmitter with more than 10 nm wavelength tunability. Its low chirp level is also assessed through chromatic dispersion tolerance measurements.   Introduction: Mode-locked laser diodes (MLLDs) have a great potential for many applications in optical communications such as optical time-division multiplexing [1] or optical clock recovery [2, 3]. Furthermore, multi-wavelength lasers have become attractive as they enable to obtain a large number of wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) channels from a single source [4, 5]. Future WDM light sources must meet a number of criteria such as simple and stable operation, cost effectiveness and low energy consumption. Quantum Dash (QD) Fabry-Perot (FP) MLLDs are promising candidates as they meet all of the above criteria. In addition these components have a small footprint, hold possibilities for monolithic integration and have recently shown the possibility to generate short pulses over a wide spectral bandwidth through passive filtering [6]. This last reference deals with spectral and temporal characterizations performed thanks to the linear spectrogram method [7]. 



In this Letter, a 42.7 Gbit/s RZ transmitter using the QD FP MLLD module is assessed thanks to Bit Error Rate (BER) measurements, and its chirp is evaluated through chromatic dispersion tolerance investigations.  Source description and characterisation: The chip and the module were fabricated at III-V lab [6]. The QD-based hetero-structures were grown by GSMBE on a S-doped (100) InP wafer. The active core consists in 6 InAs QDs layers and a GaInAsP injector quantum well which is separated by a thin InP barrier designed for phonon-assisted tunnel injection (TI) lasers emitting at 1.55 µm. The TI layers are enclosed within barriers and two separate confinement hetero-structure (SCH) layers. Along with the FP chip, a temperature probe, a Peltier cooler and a micro-wave V-type connector have been integrated into a butterfly module.  The optical spectrum from the passively MLLD module is presented on Fig 1. As shown in [6], the spectrum is quite flat and centred at 1555 nm, with a 3 dB width of 19 nm. This wide spectrum allows to achieve a tunable source using an external optical filter (represented by a dashed line on the left hand side of Fig.1)  Thus when using the module in a 40 GHz actively mode-locking configuration with a Gaussian optical filter with a 3 dB bandwidth of 0.6 nm, we obtained an optical clock showing a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 6.3 ps and a timing jitter of 500 fs. The module was then driven by a 20 dBm, 42.7 GHz electrical clock and a bias current of 300 mA was used. Temporal characterizations, shown on the right hand side of Fig 1, were obtained with 



an optical sampling oscilloscope (with 1 ps time resolution, and 150 fs jitter resolution).  BER assessment: The experimental setup is presented on Fig 2. Either a reference source or the QD FP MLLD module was used in the transmitter in order to make a comparison. The reference source, delivering a classical RZ 33% signal, consisted in a tunable continuous laser followed by an x-cut LiNbO3 modulator, driven by a 21.3 GHz sinusoidal clock. The QD FP MLLD module was driven by a 42.7 GHz electrical clock and a bias current (Ibias) of 300 mA. Both optical clocks (reference and QD FP MLLD) were coded via an x-cut LiNbO3 modulator driven by a 231-1 PRBS at 42.6 Gbit/s, generated by multiplexing electrically four trains at 10.66 Gbit/s. In the case of the QD FP MLLD, a tunable optical filter (OF#1) shaped the signal, according to the principle displayed on the left hand side of Fig 1. Finally the signal was analyzed after detection in an optically preamplified receiver followed by an electrical demultiplexer (ETDM).  Firstly we assess the tunability of the QD FP MLLD module through receiver sensitivity measurements. For such a purpose we measured the required receiver input power for a BER of 10-9 (called sensitivity) at different wavelengths (from 1550 nm to 1560 nm) by tuning the optical filter (OF#1). We compared three kinds of transmitters: the reference source and the QD FP MLLD with two different Gaussian optical filters (OF#1) with 3 dB bandwidths of respectively 0.25 and 0.6 nm. Results are presented on Fig.3 where the sensitivity is depicted versus the wavelength. In the right hand side of the figure, the corresponding eye 



diagrams are displayed. The pulse FWHM of the reference source is 8.25 ps; those of the QD FP MMDL with respectively the 0.6 nm and 0.25 nm wide filters are 6.3 ps and 14.4 ps. In the case of the reference source, the sensitivity is equal to -31 dBm over the entire C-band. In the case of the 0.6 nm filter, the sensitivity was measured at -32 ± 0.25 dBm over the studied spectral bandwidth (from 1550 nm to 1560 nm), showing a quite stable transmitter. The sensitivity improvement compared to the reference result is due to the shorter pulse width, a well known effect [9]. In the case of the 0.25 nm filter, the mean sensitivity is equal to -31.5 ± 1 dBm. The larger variation of the sensitivity might be linked to the higher wavelength selectivity of the filter.  This BER assessment demonstrates for the first time the high quality of the QD FP MLLD module over 10 nm when used as part of a 40 Gbit/s transmitter. Secondly, we evaluated the chirp of the QD FP MLLD module by investigating the influence of chromatic dispersion (CD) on the receiver sensitivity. Indeed in the case of an unchirped signal, the CD leads to a degradation of the receiver sensitivity (pulse broadening) and thus the penalty versus CD curve is symmetrical with respect to the normal or anomalous dispersion. On the contrary for a chirped signal, the CD can lead to pulse narrowing and thus improving the penalty and shift the minimum penalty from the zero dispersion point [8]. For this experiment we included a tunable CD module (centred at 1550 nm and with a 1 ps/nm step) in front of the receiver. Then we measured the penalty (for a BER of 10-9) induced by the CD at 1550 nm for the three same 



configurations as previously. The penalty is defined here as the receiver sensitivity variation when chromatic dispersion is added. Results are plotted on Fig.4. As the chirp results into a shift of the minimum penalty from the zero CD point, we looked at this parameter. As the minimum penalty point is not easy to identify accurately, we introduced <CD> defined as the average value of the two dispersion values associated with a given penalty, here 3 dB. It equals +6.5 ps/nm in the reference case, showing a really low chirped transmitter. In the case of the 0.25 nm filter, <CD>, equal to +5 ps/nm, and the CD tolerance are equivalent to the case of the reference signal. Now in the case of the 0.6 nm filter, the CD tolerance is weaker as the pulses are shorter, however <CD> is still close to zero (-5 ps/nm). To sum up, in both configurations of the QD FP MLLD module, offsets of the penalty curve are comparable to that of the reference and close to zero indicating a low chirped source module.  Conclusion: In this paper we demonstrated the high quality of a QD FP actively MLLD module used in a 42.7 Gbit/s transmitter. The pulse width of the transmitter was adjusted using optical filtering. The receiver sensitivity, typically -32 dBm for 6.3 ps width pulses and -31.5 dBm for 14.4 ps width pulses, is comparable to that obtained with a classical RZ 33% optical source. Moreover we established that this module was tunable through a passive optical filtering over 10 nm without any consistent impact on the receiver sensitivity (less than 1 dB). Furthermore, we showed the low chirp of this simple transmitter through chromatic dispersion tolerance investigation demonstrating the high potential of this module for transmission applications. 
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Figure 2  QD FP laser40 GHzBias TIBias 42.7 Gbit/s, PRBS 231-1OF #1 42.7 Gbit/sETDM receiver3 nmEDFA20 GHz, 2VpiCWTunablesourceReference source Transmitter Optically pre-amplified receiverQD FP MLLD  
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